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X-RAY RESONANT MAGNETIC REFLECTIVITYFROM Fe/Ce MULTILAYERS�N. Jaouena, J.M. Tonnerreb, D. Raouxb, M. MüenzenbergW. Felsh, A. Rogaleva, N. Brookesa, H. Dürrdand G. van der LaandaE.S.R.F., 6 rue Jules Horowitz, 38043 Grenoble Cedex, FranebLaboratoire de Cristallographie, CNRS25 Avenue des Martyrs, 38042 Grenoble Cedex, FraneI. Physikalishes Institut, Universität, GöttingenBunsenstr. 9, 37073 Göttingen, GermanydDaresbury Laboratory, Warrington WA4 4AD, Great Britain(Reeived July 10, 2002)We report on X-ray resonant magneti re�etivity (XRMR) at the CeL2 and M4;5 edges in an ex-situ grown Fe/Ce multilayer. We show that themeasurement of the magneti ontribution to the intensities re�eted at lowangles allows us to investigate the pro�le of the Ce 5d and 4f magnetization.The alulated XRMR signals indiate that the Ce moments have a non-ollinear struture.PACS numbers: 71.27.+a, 75.50.Bb, 75.70.Cn, 78.70.Ck1. IntrodutionDramati di�erenes in the physial properties of Ce metal are knownto our depending on its eletroni and strutural state. The 4f eletronstates being at the border between loalization and itinerany, both aspetsan be found in the  loalized phase and in the � itinerant one of pureCe metal. In the ase of the Ce/Fe multilayers with a Ce thinner thanabout 45Å, erium adopts the eletroni struture of the � phase [1, 2℄.This �-like state of Ce in the Fe/Ce multilayers is magnetially polarized atroom temperature as demonstrated from XMCD measurements [1, 2℄ withan antiparallel orientation with respet to the Fe magnetization.� Presented at the International Conferene on Strongly Correlated Eletron Systems,(SCES02), Craow, Poland, July 10�13, 2002.(1403)



1404 N. Jaouen et al.In addition to hemial and orbital seletivity, XRMR provides spatiallyresolved informations on the magneti ordering [3, 4℄. In this ontribution,XRMR is employed to investigate the 5d and 4f magnetization pro�le of Cefrom a Ce/Fe multilayer. 2. ResultsThe experiment was performed at the European Synhrotron RadiationFaility (ESRF) on the ID12A and B beamlines [5℄ at the Ce L2 and M4;5respetively. The experimental data were olleted at room temperature in ageometry of the longitudinal magneto-optial Kerr e�et(L-MOKE). Due to the ferromagneti interlayer oupling, the magneti on-tribution is bring out from the multilayer Bragg peak as an asymmetry ratioR = (I+�I�)=(I++I�), where I+ and I� are the intensities sattered for re-versed in-plane magnetization of the sample while the heliity of synhrotronradiation is unhanged. Beause of a suspeted sample ontamination, twonominally idential [Fe(30Å)/Ce(22Å)℄�100 have been grown by ion-beamsputtering on Si(100) wafers [1℄. The multilayers were haraterized byX-ray re�etivity [3℄ and X-ray di�ration.

Fig. 1. Energy dependenies of the asymmetry ratios at the Ce L2 (left) and M4;5(right) edges in the di�ration pattern of the Ce/Fe multilayer. Symbols showexperimental values and full lines the simulations using the pro�le of polarizationdisplays in Fig. 2.Left part of Fig. 1 displays the energy dependenies of the four asym-metry ratios measured in the viinity of the L2 edge of Ce together with theresults of the simultaneous re�nement. The strong variation of the ampli-tudes of the R with the order of the superlattie Bragg peak, i.e. satteringvetor k, is a diret evidene that the magneti polarization is not steadythroughout the Ce layers. In suh a ase, both the harge and the magnetistruture fators would have the same k dependane, so that their ratioswould not exhibit any hange with the order of the satellites and the R



X-Ray Resonant Magneti Re�etivity from Fe/Ce Multilayers 1405neither. This energy dependene of the R, measured on low angle Braggpeaks, at the Ce L2 edge were analyzed using the kinemati approximation,whih proved to be orret even for the �rst low angle Bragg peak, followingthe model of De Bergevin [6℄. More details on the re�nement proedure aregiven elsewhere [3℄. The 21.85Å thik Ce layer orrespond to 7.8 hypotheti-al rystalline planes. In order to take into aount the interfaial roughnessthe Ce atoms are onsidered to mix over one atomi plane at eah interfae.This model implies that the Ce sublayers extended over 25Å and are in av-erage built with nine atomi planes: seven pure Ce and two mixed ones atboth Fe interfae ontaining 40% of Ce atoms. Finally, we onsider that theaverage magnetization over the Ce sublayer will be equal to the values fromXMCD measurements. The agreement between experiment and alulationin Fig. 1 is reasonably good though not perfet. Fig. 2(a) displays theorresponding pro�le of the 5d magneti polarization per Ce atom whih isfound to be highly non ollinear.
Fig. 2. Magneti polarization pro�les aross the Ce sublayer of the 5d Ce states (a)and of the 4f Ce states (b).In a similar way the asymmetry ratios were reorded at the Ce M4;5edge for the fourth �rst orders superlattie Bragg peaks. Due to huge ab-sorption e�ets ourring at the Ce M edges, a magneto-optial approahwas required in order to simulate the experimental asymmetry ratios. Thisapproah desribes the magneto-optial e�ets to �rst order in the magneti�eld and derives the Fresnel oe�ients for a multilayer based on mediumand propagation matries. The introdution of roughness e�ets [7℄ leadsto good agreement with the experimental data, see right part of Fig. 1, forthe M4 edge. The amplitude di�erene at the M5 edge may be due to thenormalization of the experimentally obtained optial onstants for the hugeM edge resonane.The shape and sign of these R an only be modelled if we assume a nonuniform 4f magnetization pro�le aross the Ce sublayer, the best modelderived from our analysis is shown in Fig. 2b. Nevertheless this alula-tion depends very sensitive on the thikness of the individual probed layer(dCe=21.85 Å) and the magneti amplitude of the two �rst layers.



1406 N. Jaouen et al.3. ConlusionWe have used XRMR method to seletively investigate the pro�le of the5d and 4f indued magneti polarizations of Ce in Ce(22Å)/Fe(30Å) multi-layers. For both states we found a strongly non ollinear behavior assoiatedwith a derease of the magneti amplitude from the interfae towards theinside of the Ce layer. However the extension of this magneti order seemsto be di�erent for the 5d and 4f states. In agreement with XMCD experi-ments this magneti ordering is loated to the immediate interfae with theFe layer for the 4f states but extended far beyond in the ase of the 5dstates.As previously reported [8,9℄, the H2 introdution, leading to an inreaseof the lattie parameter and thus a reloalization of the Ce 4f states (-likeCe), indued a disappearing of this non-ollinear order to a ferromagnetione. This result indiates that this magneti order may be an intrinsi prop-erty of Ce in Ce/Fe multilayers. No doubt this magneti order is sensitiveto the Ce 4f deloalization state, and we stress that strain e�ets in theCe ultra-thin layer may be at the origin of a subtle hange in the eletronion�guration of Ce whih is still �-like but lose to a transition into the-like phase and, hene, very lose to a magneti instability aording to thetheoretial work of Min et al. [10℄.Finally, we point out that a reent XMCD and MOKE study [11℄ showinga di�erent magneti response of the Ce 5d and Fe 3d magneti momentsin Ce/Fe multilayers to an external �eld ould re�ets the omplex non-ollinear magneti struture in the Ce layers.REFERENCES[1℄ F. Klose et al., Phys. Rev. B50, 6714 (1994).[2℄ M. Finazzi et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 75, 4654 (1995).[3℄ L. Sève et al., Phys. Rev. B60, 9662 (1999).[4℄ D. Raoux et al., Ata Phys. Pol. A 98, 483 (2001).[5℄ J. Goulon et al., Physia (Amsterdam) 208B&209B, 199 (1995);N. Dreshler et al., Rev. Si. Instrum. 68, 1939 (1997).[6℄ F. De Bergevin et al., Phys. Rev. B46, 10772 (1992).[7℄ E. Bontempi, N. Jaouen, J.M. Tonnerre, in preparation.[8℄ N. Jaouen et al., Appl. Phys. A73, 711 (2001).[9℄ N. Jaouen et al., submitted to Phys. Rev. B.[10℄ B.I. Min et al., Phys. Rev. B34, 369 (1986).[11℄ M. Müenzenberg et al., J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 220, 195 (2000).


